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Background 

Since Holec (1981, p. 3) defined learner autonomy as “the ability to take charge 

of one’s own learning,” a number of studies on autonomy have been conducted. At the 

same time, the concept of autonomy as an educational goal is widely accepted. 

Nevertheless, there is no agreement on how it can be measured. Therefore, it is 

necessary to define autonomy and operationalize the definition in a quantitatively 

measurable way in order to investigate autonomy and generalize its results. A 

quantitative method enables researchers to examine not only the relation of autonomy 

and other variables or the construct of autonomy but also the development of autonomy 

through pedagogical interventions. Furthermore, the quantitative scale can be used as a 

criteria of autonomous learning in language classroom.  

Literature Review 

Defining Learner Autonomy 

This study applies the definition by Benson (2011). He defines learner autonomy 

as “the capacity to take control over one’s own learning” (p. 61). His definition seems 

close to that of Holec (1981). However, Benson’s definition covers a wider range of the 

complexity of autonomy. Benson argues that the control has three dimensions: control 

over learning management, cognitive processes, and learning contents. 
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Operationalizing the Definition of Autonomy 

Given relevant theoretical studies (e.g., Candy, 1991; Deci & Ryan, 2002; 

Dickinson, 1995; Holec, 1981; Little, 1991; Oxford, 2011; Oxford & Scrawn, 2007 

Rivers, 2001 Wenden, 1998), this study considers the constructs of learner autonomy 

are language learning strategies, metacognition, and motivation. In other words, the 

author operationalizes Benson’s (2011) definition as the capacity to use strategies 

effectively, to activate metacognition, and to be intensively motivated. 

Profiling Learners Based on Their Autonomy 

One of the characteristics of the present study is to profile learners according to 

their degree of autonomy. In this study, profiling means to classify learners who share a 

similar degree of autonomy into groups. If autonomy consists of learning strategies, 

metacognition, and motivation, there are possibly several patterns of the status of 

autonomy. The profiling perspective can provide more elaborated results than showing 

only the overall average. 

Fostering Learner Autonomy 

In order to foster learner autonomy, it might be effective to implement strategy 

instructions/metacognitive trainings explicitly, to provide learners with the opportunities 

to work on reflective journal activities, and to enhance motivation by satisfying 
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learners’ three basic psychological needs (i.e., the needs for autonomy, relatedness, and 

competence). One of the common ways to foster learner autonomy is to use a learning 

journal which explicitly instructs how to use strategies.  

Pilot Study 

     The objective of the pilot study is to develop a questionnaire, more specifically, to 

elaborate the items of metacognition (n = 19). While items of language learning 

strategies and motivation are frequently seen in previous empirical studies (e.g., Oxford, 

1990; Tanaka & Hiromori, 2007), items of metacognition were selected from 

conceptual studies by Oxford (2011) and Oxford and Schramm (2007). Through the 

factor analysis, the author obtained three factors: Strategy I: Monitoring (MIS, n = 6), 

Metacognitive Strategy II: Planning (MSII, n = 5), and Metacognitive Knowledge (MK, 

n = 4). The following study uses the questionnaire with these factors. 

Research Questions 

Based on the operationalization, the author conducts a longitudinal survey by 

using the questionnaire which measure learner autonomy quantitatively and the journal 

which aims to foster learner autonomy. The author addresses the following research 

questions (RQs).  

RQ1: How can learners be profiled and divided in to groups based on the 
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operationalization of learner autonomy? 

RQ2: What are differences among the groups? 

RQ3: How does the learning journal promote the learners’ autonomy? 

RQ4: How are constructs of autonomy and English proficiency related to each other? 

RQ5: How do learners actually learn autonomously? 

Methodology 

Participants  

Participants were 100 Japanese EFL male third year high school students at a 

private high school in Tokyo. They were in four classes. The number of the participants 

slightly differs in each study because of missing data.  

Instrument  

In order to collect data, the author used the questionnaire which was developed in 

the pilot study. The questionnaire consists of 36 seven-point Likart scale questions. The 

variables of the questionnaire are Strategy (n = 6), Metacognitive Strategy I (MSI: n = 

6), Metacognitive Strategy II (MSII: n = 5), Metacognitive Knowledge (MK: n = 4), 

Motivation (n = 12), and the self-evaluation of English Proficiency (n = 3). The original 

version of the questionnaire is shown in Appendix. In addition to the questionnaire, the 

author also develops the learning journal as an intervention material. The journal aims 
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to foster the participants’ strategy use, metacognition, and motivation by providing ten 

effective learning methods. A brief summary of the journal contents is listed in Table 1 

below. 

 

 

 

Data Analysis  

The author uses R (R Core Team, 2015) version 3.1.3 to calculate the data. 

Study 1: Profiling the Participants 

     The aim of study 1 is to address RQ 1 and 2. In other words, this stage discusses 

how the participants can be profiled and divided into groups and how different the 

obtained groups are. Using the questionnaire developed in the pilot study, the author 

conducted a survey with 100 Japanese EFL senior high school third year male students. 

Table 1

Contents of the Learning Journal: Ten Effective Learning Methods 

No. Content

1 Planning/reflection, goals setting, and visualizing a learning progress

2 Raising strategic awareness in general English learning

3 Raising strategic awareness in reading and vocabulary learning

4 Motivation: Enhancing intrinsic motivation and higher extrinsic motivation

5 Monitoring I: Identification and analysis 

6 Monitoring II: Evaluation during the task and prognosis

7 Promoting metacognitive knowledge 

8 Visualizing a learning progress

9 Sharing learning methods with classmates

10 Overall evaluation
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Out of 100, a full set of data was collected from 85. The author performed a cluster 

analysis to classify the participants into groups according to their degree of autonomy. 

Then, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was implemented to testify the validity of the 

grouping. The author obtained three groups (Group A, B, and C) and named them 

according to their characteristics. Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of the groups 

and Figure 1 visually represents the each group’s degree of the variables.  

 

 

 

Table 2

Psychometric Properties of the Group A, B, and C

Variables Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Strategy 3.77 0.84 4.78 0.88 5.15 0.78 4.59 1.01

MCSI 4.11 0.60 4.97 0.77 5.64 0.52 4.94 0.89

MCSII 3.47 1.09 3.21 0.86 5.07 0.79 4.00 1.24

MCK 3.77 1.21 4.25 0.49 5.09 0.91 4.41 1.08

Motivation 4.15 0.75 4.97 0.85 5.55 0.73 4.92 0.97

Proficiency 1.93 0.74 3.35 0.80 3.82 1.04 3.06 1.20

Group A (n = 28)

Low autonomous

Group B (n = 25)

Moderately autonomous

Group C (n = 32)

Highly autonomous

Total (n = 85)

Note.  MCSI = Metacognitive Strategy I, MCSII = Metacognitive Strategy II, MCK =

Metacognitive Knowledge.
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Group A (n = 28) was named the low autonomous group. Their scores of 

Strategy, MSI, MCK, Motivation, and Proficiency were the lowest in the groups. Group 

B (n = 25) was named the moderately autonomous. Their scores of the variables, except 

for MCSII, are relatively close to the average scores. Group C (n = 32) was named the 

highly autonomous group. Their constellation of components are well balanced at 
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higher level. Furthermore, they feel confident of their own English learning abilities. 

Considering the differences of the groups, it is speculated that there might be multiple 

patterns to be autonomous. 

Study 2: Investigating the Effect of the Journal on the Development of Autonomy 

     The objective of Study 2 is to address RQ 3 and 4. That is, this phase examines 

the effect of the learning journal on the development of the participants’ learner 

autonomy by comparing pre- and post-tests. Furthermore, the author also investigates 

the relationship of the variables by analyzing how the improvement of one variable 

affect other variables from the viewpoint of an overall picture and differences of the 

groups. Out of the participants, a full set of data of both pre- and post-tests can be 

collected from 76 (Group A: n = 24, Group B: n = 23, Group C: n = 29).  

In order to investigate the impact of the learning journal on the development of 

the participants’ autonomy, the author performed a paired sample t-test to see the 

difference between pre- and post-tests. Tables 3 to 6 illustrate the results of the t-test in 

total and the groups.  
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Table 3

Results of the Paired Sample t-test in Total (n=76)

Difference

Variable Mean SD Mean SD (post-pre) t  (75) d

Strategy 4.55 1.00 4.72 1.02 0.17 -1.57 0.17

MCSI 4.96 0.89 5.05 0.97 0.09 -0.95 0.10

MCSII 3.96 1.25 3.90 1.39 -0.06 0.42 0.05

MCK 4.40 1.10 4.88 1.07 0.49 -3.59
*** 0.45

Motivation 4.89 0.97 5.06 0.94 0.17 -2.37
* 0.18

Proficiency 3.05 1.20 3.42 1.19 0.37 -3.54
*** 0.31

Pre-test Post-test

Note. MCSI = Metacognitive Strategy I, MCSII = Metacognitive Strategy II, MCK =

Metacognitive Knowledge. 
***

p < .001, 
*
p < .05.

Table 4

Results of the Paired Sample t-test in Group A (n=24)

Difference

Variable Mean SD Mean SD (post-pre) t  (23) d

Strategy 3.72 0.85 4.30 1.23 0.58 -2.78
* 0.54

MCSI 4.13 0.59 4.54 1.00 0.42 -2.72
* 0.51

MCSII 3.37 1.10 3.65 1.32 0.28 -0.96 0.23

MCK 3.76 1.29 4.53 1.15 0.77 -3.59
*** 0.63

Motivation 4.09 0.77 4.55 0.91 0.46 -2.37
* 0.55

Proficiency 1.86 0.76 2.64 1.01 0.78 -3.54
*** 0.87

Pre-test Post-test

Note. MCSI = Metacognitive Strategy I, MCSII = Metacognitive Strategy II, MCK =

Metacognitive Knowledge. 
***

p < .001, 
*
p < .05.

Table 5

Results of the Paired Sample t-test in Group B (n=23)

Difference

Variable Mean SD Mean SD (post-pre) t  (22) d

Strategy 4.78 0.89 4.75 0.99 -0.03 0.16 0.03

MCSI 4.99 0.79 4.82 0.93 -0.17 0.82 0.20

MCSII 3.21 0.85 3.09 1.14 -0.12 0.57 0.12

MCK 4.23 0.48 4.71 1.22 0.48 -1.92 0.52

Motivation 4.98 0.87 5.13 0.91 0.15 -1.14 0.17

Proficiency 3.38 0.82 3.39 1.33 0.01 -0.07 0.01

Pre-test Post-test

Note.  MCSI = Metacognitive Strategy I, MCSII = Metacognitive Strategy II, MCK =

Metacognitive Knowledge.
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While the overall results indicated that the participants generally benefited from 

the journal, the impact of the journal differed in each group. First, Group A benefited the 

most from the journal activity. It is clear that the journal could successfully give them 

the rationales of the effective learning behaviors, including why the effective learning 

methods are so important and how they can actually practice such methods.  

Secondly, while Group A enjoyed the significant improvement in their learning process, 

Groups B and C could only show slight improvements in limited variables. It seemed 

difficult for those who has good learning habit to improve the habit further. Although it 

was not completely meaningless for them to work on the journal, there might be 

different kinds of the intervention which are particularly beneficial for them. 

Next, in order to address RQ 4 (how are constructs of autonomy and English 

Table 6

Results of the Paired Sample t-test in Group C (n=29)

Difference

Variable Mean SD Mean SD (post-pre) t  (28) d

Strategy 5.06 0.76 5.05 0.73 -0.02 0.11 0.17

MCSI 5.63 0.53 5.67 0.61 0.03 -0.27 0.10

MCSII 5.05 0.79 4.75 1.18 -0.30 1.29 0.05

MCK 5.06 0.92 5.32 0.71 0.26 -1.48 0.45

Motivation 5.48 0.72 5.42 0.81 -0.06 0.66 0.18

Proficiency 3.77 1.02 4.08 0.76 0.31 -2.51
* 0.31

Pre-test Post-test

Note. MCSI = Metacognitive Strategy I, MCSII = Metacognitive Strategy II, MCK =

Metacognitive Knowledge. 
*
p < .05.
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proficiency related to each other?), the author performed a correlational analysis on the 

increase rate of the variables between pre- and post-tests. Tables 7 to 10 show the results 

of the correlational analysis in total and each group.  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7

Correlation of Difference between Pre- and Post-Tests in Total (n=76)

Strategy MCSI MCSII MCK Motivation Proficiency

Strategy 1.00

MCSI .50
*** 1.00

MCSII .31
**

.44
*** 1.00

MCK .26
*

.37
**

.35
** 1.00

Motivation .24
*

.45
***

.24
* .20 1.00

Proficiency .34
*

.26
* .04 .05 .28

* 1.00

Note. MCSI = Metacognitive Strategy I, MCSII = Metacognitive Strategy II,

MCK = Metacognitive Knowledge. 
***

p < .001, 
**

p < .01, 
*
p < .05.

Table 8

Correlation of Difference between Pre- and Post-Tests in Group A (n=24)

Strategy MCSI MCSII MCK Motivation Proficiency

Strategy 1.00

MCSI .58
** 1.00

MCSII .28 .31 1.00

MCK .26 .22 .30 1.00

Motivation .09 .42
* -.17 .15 1.00

Proficiency .31 .25 .05 .08 .12 1.00

Note. MCSI = Metacognitive Strategy I, MCSII = Metacognitive Strategy II,

MCK = Metacognitive Knowledge. 
**

p < .01, 
*
p < .05.
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The results illuminated that although the overall results showed the variables of 

the autonomy were generally correlated to each other, the strength of the correlation 

differed in each group. That is, while the correlation scores of the increase of the 

variables could be seen separately in Group A, those in Group C can be seen in more 

systematic manner. Such strong connections of the constructs of autonomy might 

Table 9

Correlation of Difference between Pre- and Post-Tests in Group B (n=23)

Strategy MCSI MCSII MCK Motivation Proficiency

Strategy 1.00

MCSI .39 1.00

MCSII .04 .58
** 1.00

MCK .02 .48
*

.48
* 1.00

Motivation .05 .43
* .37 .15 1.00

Proficiency .25 .28 -.10 .06 .55
** 1.00

Note.  MCSI = Metacognitive Strategy I, MCSII = Metacognitive Strategy II,

MCK = Metacognitive Knowledge. 
**

p < .01, 
*
p < .05.

Table 10

Correlation of Difference between Pre- and Post-Tests in Group C (n=29)

Strategy MCSI MCSII MCK Motivation Proficiency

Strategy 1.00

MCSI .45
* 1.00

MCSII .41
*

.44
* 1.00

MCK .37
* .36 .25 1.00

Motivation .36 .47
*

.48
** .17 1.00

Proficiency .27 -.05 -.01 -.19 -.09 1.00

Note.  MCSI = Metacognitive Strategy I, MCSII = Metacognitive Strategy II,

MCK = Metacognitive Knowledge. 
**

p < .01, 
*
p < .05.
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eventually lead to successful learning outcomes. 

Study 3: A Qualitative Analysis on the Content of the Learning Journal 

Lastly, study 3 addresses RQ5: How do the participants learn autonomously? In 

order to address the question, the author analyzed the contents of the learning journal. 

The participants were 76 learners who gave a full set of data in both pre- and post- tests. 

     The interpretation of the learning journal revealed that the participants were 

actively engaged in their learning process with using strategies, activating 

metacognition, and motivating themselves. Furthermore, several descriptions of the 

journal implied the significance of the capacity to control over time and spaces in which 

learners work on their learning. It indicates an autonomous learning process requires not 

only ‘how’ learners learn, but also ‘when’ and ‘where’ they learn.   

Conclusion 

Although several limitations, such as selection of participants, are still remained 

to be done, it can be said that this study largely contribute to the research and practice of 

learner autonomy. The profiling revealed that the participants could be divided into 

three groups, low, moderately, and highly autonomous groups. Given the intervention of 

the journal, the participants in each group developed their autonomy differently. It 

suggests there might be multiple pathways to be autonomous. When it comes to the 
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relationship of the variables of autonomy, while moderate correlation of each variable 

could be generally seen, the situation was different in each groups. More specifically, 

while variables in low autonomous group were correlated to each other separately, the 

variables were more systematically related to each other in moderately and highly 

autonomous groups. The interpretation of the journal suggested the capacity to control 

time and spaces was another key to autonomous learning.  

The author expects the following researchers and language teachers to keep in 

mind that there might be multiple pathways to be autonomous and to seek for the way to 

realize learner autonomy in language education. 
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Appendix: The Contents of the Questionnaire 
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